
UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 

MARK A. ALLEN, ) 
) 

Plaintiff, ) 
) 

v. ) C.A. No. 81-1206 
) 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION, et al., ) 
) 

Defendant. ) 
) 

DECLARATION  

LEE E. CARLE, hereby declares and says: 

1. I am currently the Information Review Officer (IRO) for the 

Directorate of Operations (DO) of the United States Central 

Intelligence Agency (CIA). I was appointed to this position on 

1 December 1986 as the successor to Louis J. Dube. Prior to my 

appointment as DO/IRO, I held operational and executive positions in 

the DO. As Information Review Officer, I am responsible for the 

review of documents containing information originated by the DO, or 

otherwise implicating DO interests, which may be responsive to 

Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) and/or Privacy Act (PA) requests 

and ensuing litigation. As part of such review, I am responsible 

for ensuring that determinations as to release or withholding of 

such information and concerning the disposition of such documents 

are proper. The statements made herein are based upon my personal 

knowledge, upon information made available to me in my official 



capacity, upon advice and counsel of the CIA Office of General 

Counsel, and upon conclusions and determinations reached and made in 

accordance therewith. 

2. As DO/IRO, I have the authority and responsibility to sign 

declaration concerning the review of DO documents. Additionally, 

pursuant to a written delegation of authority from the Director of 

Central Intelligence, I possess original classification authority at 

the TOP SECRET level. I thus have the authority and responsibility 

to conduct classification reviews of DO documents and information 

involved in litigations. 

3. Through the exercise of my official duties, I have become 

generally familiar with the proceedings in this litigation. More 

specifically, the FBI has referred portions or all of nine (9) FBI 

documents containing CIA information to the CIA for our review. 

These pages represent only those for which Mr. Allen has requested a 

Vaughn index. The purpose of this Declaration is to explain, in 

detail, why certain CIA information must continue to be denied in 

some of the nine FBI documents referred to the Agency. 

4. As the Court may be aware, the CIA is presently involved in 

a protracted litigation with Mr. Allen, captioned Allen v. DOD and  

CIA., C.A. 81-2543 (Flannery, J). That action concerns Mr. Allen's 

request for documents pertaining to the same subject matter as this 

litigation, namely the assassination of President Kennedy. On June 

19, 1986, Mr. Louis J. Dube, former Information Review Officer for 

the Directorate of Operations of the Central Intelligence Agency, 

filed a lengthy Declaration justifying the withholding or deletions 
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of information in 350 CIA documents. Those 350 documents 

represented 7% of the documents processed up to that time in 

response to Mr. Allen's FOIA request for all documents which had 

been collected and sequestered in connection with the House Select 

Committee on Assassinations (HSCA) investigation concerning the John 

F. Kennedy assassination. On 26 November 1986, Judge Thomas 

Flannery of the United States District Court for the District of 

Columbia issued a Memorandum Opinion and Order granting CIA summary 

judgment with respect to the documents processed to date. In his 

detailed opinion, Judge Flannery explicitly adopted many of the 

justifications for withholding set forth in the Dube Declaration and 

specifically Mr. Dube's:  description of the harms that could result 

from disclosure. In this Declaration, I will be repeating verbatim  

certain of the justifications enumerated by Mr. Dube in his June 19, 

1986 declaration. I am not doing this in an effort to create 

"boilerplate" descriptions. Rather, since the information withheld 

herein is substantially similar to that withheld in the CIA's Allen 

litigation, the justifications for withholding are similar. 

Additionally, I feel it unnecessary and wasteful to reinvent the 

wording of comprehensive justifications already approved by this 

Court. 
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5. As DO/IRO, I am responsible for the determinations set 

forth in this Declaration. After carefully reviewing the nine 

FBI documents at issue in this case and addressed herein, I 

have personally determined and affirm that the limited CIA 

information withheld from plaintiff may not be released because: 

(a) Certain of the information withheld is currently and 
properly classified pursuant to Executive Order 12356 as 
information requiring continued protection against 
unauthorized disclosure. Thus, such information is exempt 
from release pursuant to FOIA exemption (b)(1); and/or 

(b) Certain of the information withheld, if released, 
could reasonably be expected to lead to the unauthorized 
disclosure of intelligence sources and methods which the 
Director of Central Intelligence is responsible for 
protecting against unauthorized disclosure as set forth in 
50 U.S.C. S 403(d)(3). Thus, such information is 
coextensively exempt from release pursuant to FOIA 
exemption (b)(3);and/or 

(c) Certain of the information would reveal the names 
of CIA personnel, information that is within 
the ambit of 50 U.S.C. § 403g. Thus, such 
information is exempt from disclosure pursuant to FOIA 
exemption (b)(3). 

6. I must emphasize that the amount of CIA information 

withheld in these pages is very limited. All of the CIA 

information in two documents is being released; in six 

documents, the CIA information is being withheld in part;and in 

one document, the CIA information continues to be denied. 

Classification--FOIA Exemption (b)(1)  

7. 	Exemption (b)(1) of the FOIA, 5 U.S.C. S 552(b)(1), provides 

that the FOIA does not apply to matters that are: 

(A) Specifically authorized under criteria established by 
an Executive order to be kept secret in the interest of 
national defense or foreign policy; and (B) are, in fact, 
properly classified pursuant to such Executive order. 
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As will be discussed below, the CIA has invoked FOIA exemption 

(b)(1) to justify withholding of classified information in some 

of the documents addressed by this Declaration. The final 

review of the information withheld on the basis of 

classification was conducted pursuant to the criteria 

established in Executive Order 12356. Thus, the standards of 

that Executive Order apply in evaluating the Agency's claim of 

exemption under FOIA exemption (b)(1). 

8. As a senior CIA official and pursuant to a written 

delegation of authority from the Director of Central 

Intelligence, I hold original classification authority at the 

TOP SECRET level. Therefore, I am authorized to conduct 

classification reviews and to make original classification 

decisions. With respect to the information for which exemption 

(b)(1) is asserted in this case, I have personally reviewed the 

determinations under the standards of Executive Order 12356 and 

have determined that such information is currently and properly 

classified. Initially, I have determined that the kinds of 

information withheld under exemption (b)(1) concern one or more 

of the following general categories of classifiable information 

set forth in Executive Order 12356: 

(a) Information concerning intelligence sources or 
intelligence methods (S 1.3(a)(4)); and/or 

(b) Information concerning intelligence activities of the 
United States, (S 1.3(a)(4). 
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I have further determined that unauthorized disclosure of this 

information, either by itself or in the context of other 

information, reasonably could be expected to cause serious damage to 

the national security. Executive Order 12356, S 1.3(b); 1.1(a)(2) 

and (3). Accordingly, I have determined that the information 

withheld pursuant to exemption (b)(1) is properly classified at 

either the SECRET or CONFIDENTIAL level, as specifically designated 

for each document. Because the information concerns classifiable 

categories of information, and because unauthorized disclosure of 

this information reasonably could be expected to cause damage to the 

national security, such information satisfies the substantive 

classification requirements of Executive Order 12356 and, thus, 

properly maintains its classified status. 

9. In this regard, it is significant to note that the 

unauthorized disclosure of intelligence sources or methods is 

presumed to cause damage to the national security. Executive Order 

12356, S 1.3(c). 

Intelligence Sources or Methods-- 
FOIA Exemption (b)(3)  

10. Exemption (b)(3) of the FOIA states that the FOIA does not 
apply to matters that are: 

Specifically exempted from disclosure by statute (other 
than S552b of this title), provided that such statute (a) 
requires that the matters be withheld from the public in 
such a manner as to leave no discretion on the issue, or 
(b) establishes particular criteria for withholding or 
refers to particular types of matters to be withheld. 

The CIA contends that two exemption (b)(3) statutes operate to 

exempt certain of the information contained in the referred pages at 
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issue. 	50 U.S.C. S 403(d)(3) requires the Director of Central 

Intelligence to protect intelligence sources and methods from 

unauthorized disclosure. The provisions of this section-are 

implemented further by virtue of 50 U.S.C. 5 403g, which provides 

that the CIA shall be exempt from the provision of any other law 

requiring the publication or disclosure of the organization, 

functions, names, official titles, salaries, or numbers of personnel 

employed by the CIA. Thus, information falling within the ambit of 

either of these two statutes is exempt from disclosure pursuant to 

exemption (b)(3) of the FOIA. 

Intelligence Sources--FOIA Exemptions (b)(1) and (b)(3)  

11. Certain of the CIA information at issue has been withheld 

because its disclosure reasonably could be expected to lead to the 

identification of certain intelligence sources utilized by the CIA. 

As may be obvious, the CIA depends upon a plethora of intelligence 

sources -- human, technical, organizational, and otherwise -- to 

collect information pertaining to or affecting the national security 

of the United States. Human and organizational intelligence sources 

can be expected to furnish information to the CIA only when 

confident that they are protected from retribution or embarrassment 

by the absolute secrecy surrounding the source-CIA relationship. In 

other words, intelligence sources must be positive that the CIA can 

and will do everything in its power to prevent the public disclosure 

of their cooperation and that their cooperation will forever remain 

secret. For example, if an American businessman is willing to share 
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information with the CIA, such an individual would suffer serious 

embarrassment and loss of business domestically or in foreign 

countries should the fact of his collaboration with the CIA be 

publicized. In the case of a foreign national abroad who has been 

cooperating with the CIA, usually without the knowledge of his 

government, the consequences of public identification as a CIA 

"agent" are often swift and sure--ranging from economic reprisals to 

possible harassment, imprisonment, or even death. In light of the 

probable consequences of disclosure, individuals understandably are 

reluctant to cooperate with the CIA or with American intelligence 

unless they can be absolutely certain that the fact of their 

cooperation will forever remain secret. Moreover, intelligence 

sources who remain within their society are at all times subject to 

retribution if and when they are identified or, indeed, even 

suspected of being CIA collaborators. This also is true of 

intelligence sources who no longer may cooperate actively with the 

CIA. In many cases, the very nature of the information passed 

necessarily tends to reveal the source because of the limited number 

of individuals having access to the information. If such 

information is publicly disclosed by an FOIA release or otherwise, 

the source may be perpetually vulnerable to discovery, and 

retribution may be a real threat for him and his family for many 

years. 

12. Moreover, the release of information which would or could 

identify an intelligence source most likely would have a serious 
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effect upon this Agency's ability to recruit other potential sources 

in the future. As stated previously, most individuals are reluctant 

to cooperate with the CIA unless they can be positive that their 

identities will be kept forever secret. If a potential source has 

any doubts about the ability of the CIA to preserve secrecy, i.e., 

if he learns that the identity of another source was publicly 

disclosed by the Agency, his desire to cooperate with the CIA 

naturally would be quite small. In other words, individual sources, 

be they present or future, simply will not work for the CIA if they 

are convinced or believe that the CIA cannot protect their 

identities. The loss of such intelligence sources, and the 

accompanying loss in critical intelligence which they provide, would 

have serious effects upon the national security of this country. 

13. For the foregoing reasons, I have determined that the 

unauthorized disclosure of information which reasonably would or 

could be expected to lead to the identification of an intelligence 

source would cause damage to the national security. Thus, such 

information is currently and properly classified and, therefore, 

exempt from disclosure pursuant to FOIA exemption (b)(1). 

Coextensively, information which could lead to the revelation of the 

identity of an intelligence source precisely falls within the ambit 

of 50 U.S.C. 5 403(d)(3) and thus is exempt from disclosure pursuant 

to FOIA exemption (b)(3). 

14. I also should note that 5 1.3(c) of Executive Order 12356 

specifically provides that the unauthorized disclosure of 

information concerning an intelligence source is presumed to cause 

damage to the national security. 
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Intelligence Methods--FOIA Exemptions (b)(1) and (b)(3)  

15. Certain of the CIA information in the nine referred 

documents has been withheld because its disclosure reasonably could 

be expected to lead to the unauthorized disclosure of intelligence 

methods. In particular, some of the information withheld in the 

designated documents would identify the use of particular 

intelligence methods at specific times. Such information thus is 

exempt from disclosure pursuant to FOIA exemptions (b)(1) and (b)(3). 

16. Intelligence methods are the means by which, and the manner 

in which, an intelligence agency accomplishes its business. Most 

organized professions or businesses employ methods which are common 

to and, in some cases, unique to that business or profession, to 

accomplish their goals and objectives. A bank, for example, uses 

accounting and financial recordkeeping methods, some of which are 

unique while others are common to all banks and possibly even to 

other businesses which keep financial records. The same general 

characterizations may be applied to an intelligence agency such as 

the CIA and the intelligence methods it uses. Many of the methods 

CIA uses are unique to CIA among all of the intelligence agencies. 

Many of the methods are common to all intelligence agencies, and 

some methods CIA uses are common to activities other than 

intelligence. The basic element in all of these variants is that 

they are methods used by the CIA in its conduct of intelligence 

activities. The use of such methods in that capacity provides them 
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with a special character in CIA records which necessitates 

protecting the fact of their use, as well as the details of their 

use, from unauthorized disclosure. 

17. Intelligence methods must be protected in situations where 

a certain capability or a certain technique or the application 

thereof is unknown to those individuals or entities, such as a 

hostile intelligence service, who would take countermeasures. 

Secret information collection techniques or technological devices 

are valuable from an intelligence-gathering perspective only so long 

as they remain unknown and unsuspected. Once the nature of an 

intelligence method or the fact of its use in a certain situation is 

discovered, its continued successful use is in serious jeopardy. In 

fact, once an intelligence method or its use is discovered, the 

method may be neutralized by hostile intelligence services and 

eventually even turned against the CIA itself. A hypothetical 

situation best illustrates the potential dangers of disclosure. For 

example, suppose that the CIA had a wiretap on the telephone line of 

a hostile power. So long as the use of that wiretap in that 

particular situation remained secret, the intelligence derived from 

the use of that method would be authentic and valuable. If the fact  

of the use of the wiretap were to be discovered, it is obvious that 

the target country would take immediate action to negate the method 

itself. Such retaliatory action could consist of destroying the 

wiretap or rendering it useless through technical countermeasures. 

On the other hand, the hostile power could allow the wiretap to 
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continue but deliberately feed it false information, thereby 

deceiving the CIA as to the authenticity and value of the 

information derived fro the wiretap. 

18. Detailed knowledge of the methods and practices of an 

intelligence agency must be protected from disclosure because such 

knowledge would be of material assistance to those who would seek to 

penetrate, detect, prevent, or damage the intelligence operations of 

the CIA. As can be seen, the result of disclosure of a particular 

method is the inevitable neutralization of that method. This result 

is true whether the intelligence methods are those used for the 

collection of intelligence information, the conduct of clandestine 

activities, the performance of counterintelligence targeting and 

analysis, or those techniques utilized in the analysis and 

evaluation of intelligence information. 

19. It is significant to note that the term "intelligence 

methods" is not limited to sophisticated techniques and electronic 

devices. Rather, "intelligence methods" also include standard 

practices and procedures of an intelligence agency. These standard 

practices may encompass a multitude of techniques, ranging from the 

methods employed to evaluate a source to measures taken to disguise 

Agency personnel abroad or, a method may involve the targeting of a 

particular individual who is hostile to the United States. Such 

targeting frequently provides the Agency with valuable 

counterintelligence information concerning the practices and 

personnel of our adversaries, enabling us to thwart those 
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activities. Knowledge of or insights into such practices would be 

of invaluable assistance to those who wish to detect, penetrate, 

counter, or evaluate the activities of the CIA. In summary, it is 

the fact of the use of a particular intelligence method in a 

specific context that is the information that must be protected. As 

will be discussed with regard to the individual documents, part of 

the information withheld relates to or identifies particular 

intelligence methods used at specific time periods. Disclosure of 

this information would allow plaintiff, and presumably anyone in the 

public, to immediately pinpoint the intelligence methods at issue, 

thereby compromising the past and future value of these particular 

methods. For these reasons, unauthorized disclosure of details 

pertaining to the intelligence methods in question reasonably could 

be expected to cause damage to the national security, through 

compromise of the method in question and a concomitant loss of 

intelligence produced by that method. Thus, such information 

currently and properly is classified and is exempt from disclosure 

pursuant to FOIA exemption (b)(1). Coextensively, since release of 

this information could lead to the unauthorized disclosure of 

intelligence methods, such information falls within the ambit of 50 

U.S.C. S 403(d)(3) and thus is exempt from disclosure pursuant to 

FOIA exemption (b)(3). As a final matter in this regard, I 

reemphasize that S 1.3(c) of Executive Order 12356 establishes a 

presumption that the unauthorized disclosure of information 

concerning intelligence methods will cause damage to the national 

security. 
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CIA Employee Names--FOIA Exemption (b)(3)  

20. Another statutory measure taken to protect intelligence 

sources and methods (Section 6 of the Central Intelligence Agency 

Act of 1949, 50 U.S.C. S 403g) provides that the CIA is exempt from 

the provisions of any other law requiring the disclosure of 

information regarding the organization, functions, names, official 

titles, salaries, or numbers of personnel employed by the Agency. 

On the basis of this statute, certain CIA employees' names 

information related to specific individuals have been deleted from 

the documents at issue. The names of CIA employees have been 

deleted because the Agency does not disclose the identity and 

affiliation of those employees who do not come into public view 

during the course of their duties. Such employees may have in the 

past served under cover or in sensitive positions or operations, may 

be doing so now, or may do so in the future. The public revelation 

of their affiliation with the CIA could well be used to compromise 

past, present, or future intelligence operations or activities; to 

impair the usefulness of such individuals to the Agency; and/or to 

place their lives, the lives of members of their families, and the 

lives of intelligence sources they have worked with in jeopardy. 

Since such information fits within 50 U.S.0 S 403g, deletions from 

portions of the attached documents have been made pursuant to 

exemption (b)(3) of the FOIA. 

21. Detailed descriptions of the CIA-originated information in 

the nine FBI documents follow. For purposes of consistency, I am 
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incorporating the Deletion Letter Code List used in the CIA's court 

filings in the Allen v. DOD, et al., case even though not all of the 

categories and letter codes apply to this case. CIA information in 

the attached release documents has been properly letter coded in 

conformity with that List, which is also attached. 
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DELETION LETTER CODE LIST 

A. Name or other identifier of an intelligence source. - EXEMPTIONS 

(b)(1) & (b)(3). See paragraphs 10-14. 

B. Circumstantial information which, in combination with other 

information, could lead to the identification of an intelligence 

source EXEMPTIONS (b)(1) & (b)(3). 	See paragraphs 10-14. 

F. Information disclosing an intelligence method used in 

intelligence collection. Exemptions (b)(1) and (b)(3). See 

paragraphs 15-19. 

I. Information identifying a CIA staff employee. Exemption 

(b)(3). 	See paragraph 20. 
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DOCUMENTS AND DESCRIPTIONS  

Document No., Date No. of Pages FOIA Exemption 
and Description Sent to CIA Determination Basis 

Item 71, Brief on FBI 3 Released in part (b)(l), 
Investigation of the 
	

(b)(3) 
Assassination of 
President John F. 
Xennedy 

The only pages of this document for which Mr. Allen has requested a CIA 
Vaughn index are 20, 31, and 95n. The CIA information on pages 20 and 31 is 
being released in entirety. With respect to the informationon page 95n, we 
understand that the FBI is withholding the entire second paragraph pursuant to 
exemptions (b)(7)(C) and (b)(7)(D). The CIA is also asserting exemptions 
(b)(1) and (b)(3) for three words in the next to last line of this paragraph. 
These words identify a very important intelligence source of the CIA. Release 
of this information would identify the source, very likely leading to a 
discontinuance with that source. See letter code A. This information remains 
classified at the SECRET level. 

Item 73, Memorandum, 	2 	 Release in part 	(b)(3) 
2 February 1964 

The name of a CIA employee has been deleted from the fourth paragraph on 
page 1 of this document. Letter code I applies. All other information 
pertaining to the CIA has been released. 

Item 77, date 
	

1 (Page 33) 	Release in entirety 
and description 
unknown 

The CIA information in this document, located on page 33, is being 
released in its entirety. 

Item 98, Memorandum, 	3 
	

Release in part 
	

(b)(l), 
12 May 1964 
	

(b)(3) 

The information withheld by the CIA on page 1 of this document 
concerns certain contacts which Oswald allegedly had in Mexico City. 
This data was obtained through the use of two specific and secret 
intelligence methods. Disclosure of the information would clearly 
disclose the methods used. Letter code F. The deletions at the top of 
the second page also identify one of those same methods, letter code F. 
The CIA deletion in the third paragraph of page 2 describes an interview 
of a named informant by a CIA source, letter codes A and B. Release of 
this information would identify the CIA source, as well as its 
informant. The withheld information in the second paragraph of page 3 
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once again mentions Oswald's alleged contacts in Mexico City and one of 
the intelligence methods discussed above which was used to collect the 
information letter code F applies. This information remains classified 
at the SECRET level. 

Document No., Date 	No. of Pages 	FOIA 	 Exemption 
and Description 	Sent to CIA 	Determination 	_ 

Basis 

Item 100, Note, 
undated 

2 	 Release in entirety 

The CIA information in the two pages of this item is being released in its 
entirety. 

Item 101, Memorandum, 	1 
	

Released in part 
	

(b)(1), 
7 December 1963 
	

(b)(3) 

The name of a CIA employee (letter code I) has been deleted in the first 
line of the first two paragraphs of this document and in the center of the 
first paragraph. The remainder of the CIA information which has been withheld 
concerns one of the intelligence methods proposed for obtaining intelligence 
information about Oswald's activities in Russia. Release of this information 
could reveal certain of the precise methods which the CIA used, or 
contemplated using, to acquire knowledge of Oswald's activities in the Soviet 
Union. Included in the withheld information is the name of an intelligence 
source whom the CIA planned to question on the subjectof Oswald's activities. 
This material is withheld to protect the identity of this possible source as 
well as a certain intelligence method which might be used to obtain the 
information (letter codes A, B, and F). This information remains classified 
at the SECRET level. 

Item 146, 	 1 	 Denied in entirety 	(b)(3) 
unknown 

I understand that the FBI is withholding the paragraph of information at 
the bottom of this page pursuant to exemptions (b)(7)(C) and (b)(7)(D). The 
CIA is coextensively invoking 50 U.S.C. 5 403g and, thus, exemption (b)(3) to 
protect some of this same information. Certain of the information contained 
in the deleted paragraph contains the name, address, and other identifying 
material concerning a CIA employee (letter code I). Only exemption (b)(3) is 
claimed by the CIA for this information. 
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Document No., Date No. of Pages FOIA Exemption 
and Description Sent to CIA Determination Basis 

Item 150, Memorandum 
22 December 1961 

2 Released in part (b)(1), 
(b)(_3) 

I understand that the FBI has withheld much of the information in this 
item on the basis of exemption (b)(7)(C). Coextensively, the CIA is asserting 
exemptions (b)(1) and (b)(3) to protect this same information. The CIA 
information withheld in this document concerns the possible activities of two 
CIA assets who worked, sometimes on their own and sometimes at the behest of 
the CIA, in carrying out specific missions. These individuals were financed 
and controlled by a foreign individual who also worked for the CIA. This 
individual is named and discussed in this document. Additionally, the deleted 
information discusses, in detail, certain intelligence activities carried out 
by the CIA against the Castro government. Release of the information would 
identify those named individual sources as well as the intelligence activities 
carried out by the CIA (letter codes A, B, and F). The name of a CIA employee 
has also been deleted (letter code I). This information remains classified at 
the SECRET level. 

Item 238, Paper 
	

2 	 Release in part 	(b)(1), 
undated 
	

(b)(3) 

The deleted CIA information in paragraph I.B. on the first page of this 
document concerns an intelligence method used by the CIA. It was originally 
thought that this method had collected information on Oswald and his 
activities. It turned out that the information collected through this method 
was not about him. Disclosure of this information would reveal this method 
(letter code F). CIA information on page 3 is being released in part. The 
only deletion is the identity of a group with which CIA had a relationship. 
Clearly, this group constitutes a source of intelligence (letter codes A, B, 
and F). This information remains classified at SECRET level. 
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22. I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing 

is true and correct to the best of my knowledge and belief. 

LEE E. CARLE 

Dated: )141„.10/4 /  1987 
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. 	Since early 1962, membership in and activities or the 
Fair Play for Cuba Committee have been greatly curtailed, 
and the Committee has been unable to muster any substantial 
Support for such public activities as ralliei and protest 
demonstrations. In this regard, investigation has shown 
that Oswald's activities in New Orleans in behalf of the 
Committee practically constituted a one-man operation, 
arising from activities he himself instituted. Vincent T. 
Lee, National Chairman of the Fair Flay for Cuba Committee 
was interviewed December 3, 1963, and said he had no knowl- 
edge of a charter having been issued to Oswald or anyone 
else for a chapter of the Committee in New Orleans. 

The investigation has shown further that Oswald's 
contacts with the Communist Party, USA, the Socialist Workers 
Party, and the Fair May for Cuba Committee were the direct 
result of actions initiated by him, and consisted largely of 
an interchange of correspondence, again initiated by Oswald. 

Contacts with Lazbassiea(5-1X0 
The investigation after November 22, 1963,Fonfirmed 

Oswald's contacts with the Cuban and Soviet Embassies in 
Mexico City and revealed that his purpose was to obtain visas 
for himself and his family to travel to the Soviet Union by 
way of Cuba3(5-0 
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FBI INVESTIGATION OF Oat&LD 

OLIESTION:  Did any of the FBI's sources furnish 
pertinent information concerning Oswald and his activities? 

ANSWER: Yes. Inforsation concerning various phases 
of Oswald's activities in connection with both procommunist 
and pro-Castro groups had been furnished to the FBI through 
OUT sources. fOther sources adVised of his contacts with 
the Soviet and Cuban Embassies in Mexico City.y6-1)(6) 

DUESTIM:  Did the FBI have Oswald under surveillance 
at the time of the President's trip to Dallas? 

Ah5MER: No. The FBI's interest in Oswald at that time 
was to determinef-the purpose of his contacts with the Soviet 

Embass44. in Mexico City.] The use of a techniqu 
such as a surveillance would not have been relevant to the 
purpose of our investigation of him at the time. 

• 

QUESTION.  When was Oswald last interviewed by the FBI? 
AMILE: Oswald was last interviewed by the FBI(prior to 

November 22, 1963) at his request on August 10, 1963, at the 
First District Station of the New Orleans Police Department 
following bis arrest on August 9, 1963, by officers of that 
department for "Disturbing the Peace by Creating a Scene.' 
His arrest followed involvement in an argument with three 



NEWS LEAKS OF OFFICIAL INFORMATION 

QUESTION:  Did repreentativres-vrthe press pick up the story that 

Oswald selletedly went to Mexico and receitta a $5, 000 iilyment from the Cuban 

Consulate in Mexico City? (6-1k) fot 

mis°11.=.1mMEMpullin.  (11111rilmilammitilimAf  
In this connection I would like to point out that FBI Headquarters was 

continually deluged with calls from press representatives throughout the country. 

They were attempting to secure verification of stories and rumors concerning all 

aspects of the case. I wish to emphasize that these inquiries were always answere 

by a strict "No Comment" from the FBI. It was quite obvious from their questions 

however, that a great amount of factual information was being fed to them by local 

law enforcement officials in Dallas and other sources. The local authorities were 

able to do this.in view of FBI Laboratory reports which were necessarily furnished 

them. 
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[I (28) The information received :on NOvemb .-g)  18, 1963, 

concerning Oswald's contact with the Soviet Embassy ended nded to 
.-. 	- 	..4.:--- •,,,.. 	....4 	. 	, . 	• 	■ 	. . 	 . 

.■ 	■ 	
. 

confirm his-contact with the Soviet Embassy in Mexico City as 

reported by CIA.t  'How. ,er,.the information •id not e ?lain 

to exico or L.),  he inten•ed to g• to Cuba. 

Th info 	tion r ported 	our sou ce raised s me ques ion 

r g ding 	rel tionship etween 0s ld and the Soviets 

but t cert nly 	d not alle.e espiona 	or other 	bversi 

activ ty nor ugge t that'Oswal• was a thr t to the 	fety 

__.---of the resident. 

rSErPrT .2"--7-‘,Av 77 
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all serialised as Serial U. 

o i.e../ York letter 7-5-63, which is the product 

easel , Oswald's ;intim'  to "The Porker" 4-10-112.1'.1,-- :.- 

L74..  . 2- 

4;e•-' • 	and possibly depicts the nortisr weapon. Director ccsureets 
. 	• - 	 AO; 

-"c• 
• conclusion was practically essloss, 	 • 

• et Oswald and states that on la picture is slailar le I respect" 

-1.11i./.1:4-1.7*." 	- 9" ; V.V • 	it 	-*b p"' 	 G. 	 ) .kr • 
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a Source Id laforsatiea Tito -requested .,i.  loq'" 2".  
# larli Orleans 3-  11-6 3a arhloh ideatizios 4.41,r. 
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Memorandum Unman to Sullivan 11-15, mot serialised, re 
/FCC. Shows anonymous source at 7PCC °Moe, See Tort. 

t4blagrem Sureau to Legat 	on 1 -26 sot Serialised. 	6.1 _, 
b ? -/ 

f' 

kirtel Sew York 11-27 re PPOC, =serialised. Refers to 
SMIROMOMEM•probably anonymous source at FPCC Beadquartsrs, 
Paw York. 

b 2 -1  
b t-3 

Serial 76 is 11-22 BranIgtn to Sullivan memo re Assassination by 
11. T. Turner, reviewing Oswald investigation. Sr. Tolson asks an 

Mage 4 "Was Owe-aid on Security Index?" and when vas infortion 
concerning Oevald's oontacts of Soviet Embassy in Mexico furnAherdlIW 

ate Department and why our reports of 'Bureau investigation 
did mot contain this information. 

Serial 57 - Suresn teletype to Dallas 11-23. Dote on yellow 
shows anonymous source at /FCC Seadquarters, Paw 'fork. 

- 3- 
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WrImah (8) 
1 . Mr. Delowel 
1 • Mr. Sellivaa 
1 . Mr. D. I. Isere 

Mr. amalgam 
Mr. ft:raw 
Liaises 
• Mr. Papith 

Mr. V. C. Dalliwaa 	 "'cashew 7, 1063 

D. J. Dreamita 

IME WARTS! MAU 
xrrEFELL =MITI . 

	

Oe Domeier I, 19£13 	 Illectral Intelligence loacr (CIA), referred to etatapects 	 mad, 	hie hr Alias Dulles iadiestiai; that the PreeiZect's C4rMIA4 	stigbt t 	Coaeislerahls is in all imitable Lafermstioa esacerein the sthioct's activitioe Le Russia Sad particularly mirth 	!saltily with Osicald's relations with the Ruse lac latolligence ServitAks. 	 clod that 'marrow roc-noises it will be difficult to et 	a 	iled picture of Orwalt's activities fa imesLa. CIA berertheless wishoi to sooperate la every waT Mesible anC 
shtaised A 

Ctbol ibelmtellebiLog material which eight assist the agency ia 
inquire if Om Moreau would be williog te runt* 

04aductiog its study Mari ag is abet that all results soalAr be made available to the bream 

Soviet docmeets which be-vs been acquired ar tho Bureau Sad pertaLaing to tkia 0664. 
Utile sad writiags et Mold's relatiag is Lie life is 
Issults of Loterregationef Oeweld bad Lis wife. 

Ifs rsrad, tit Llaisot Asect will wets the above material artilable to C with the moderstandiai that the results be farciated to the Bursae. 

J 

bia Atency Warms that possibly 
CIA frog detailed research aad 

(1) 

CI) 

t3) 

TZ-n7 /D./ 



WFO 139-61 

	

EX 3-6115 	Central Intelligence Agency, 
2430 E Street, N.W. 

	

.:JA 3-1441 	- No JA 3 exchange in Washington , -  

• ''metropolitan area. JE 3-1441 listed . 
to JOSEPH BOYLE, 4013 Westmorland 
-Street, McLean, Virginia. 

S  
NO MU 6 exchange in the Washington 
metropolitan area. 

JAMES P. O'CONNELL, JR., 826 Whispering 
Lane, Falls Church, VirgiOia. 

General' Services Administration (U.S. 
Government), General Services Building, 

- 18th and F Streets, N.W. - . - • 
• No LO 6 exchange in the Washington 

metropolitan area. 

EDWARD P. MORGAN, 6004 Brocikside Drive, 
Kenwood, Maryland. 

A multiple listing in the names of the 
following attorneys, Suite 1004," 
839 - 17th Street, N.W: 

. 	. 

.r . 

MU 6-6000 

CL 6-1B91 

EX 3-4900 

. 	• 
LO 6-9660  

OL 4-4284 

ME 8-6565 

• • 

RAYMOND W. BERGAN, VINCENT J. FULLER, 
JOHN W. GUIDER, CHARLES P. MULDOON, 
AGNES A. NEILL, JOHN A. SELBY, 
COLMAN B. SLEIN, HAROLD UNGAR, THOMAS 
A. WADDEN, JR., EDWARD BENNETT WILLIAMS. 

WFO files reflect that JAMES P. O'CONNELL, JR., resigned 
as a Special Agent of the FBI on 11/30/51.V 

‘Iti  
/ . -.4 	 - -WFO files further reflect that EDWARD P. MORGAN is 

..... b  3- 	Bureau advised that MORGAN, a former Special Agent and presently 
a former Special Agent of the FBI. By letter dated 4/27/55, the 

c47--,. 	a Washington, D. C., attorney, is not to be contacted without ..i.a.ri4! 
&A.,: 	Bureau authority. J. 
i-.4.!;:e'r . .. .4..1  4.. AW : 4,  

54‘  

- B - 

• 



ED AND-1.-- 
EXTE 	•i.:••■•:Zr 

ICIM.j14-• 	.4 
'"" 	DATE EiF 	• 

DECLASSIFICATION ...... 

sr: 'T 

51 
I 15 	J 
jttO 1962i - 

Tr 7f--0 

E7. C. Sullivan DATE: 12/22/61 

L. 

E 

• .■ Orr"... MR. .13 i. 

UNITED- STATES CCV 

-11/1e)norani k 

S. B. Donahoei-Vt/ 
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